CHLORINE BULK STORE
(920kg Drums)
OR
CHLORINE PACKAGE STORE
(33kg and or 70kg Cylinders)

CHLORINE RED LIGHT SIGN (DS WCSS120)

IF RED LIGHT IS FLASHING
MOVE AWAY AND CALL
1800 111 230

This **Hazard Danger** sign is in landscape format with a standard danger symbol as per AS1319. The other text is black on a white background.
Material - Metal 450 (W) x 300 (H) with the other dimensions as indicated.

- The **Chlorine Red Light** sign may be posted on a freestanding post or wall at an appropriate location within the vicinity of the chlorine store if deemed necessary.

- The **Chlorine Red Light** sign shall be displayed at a level so that it is visible from the normal direction of approach.